Chromosomal abnormalities in amniotic fluid cell cultures: a comparison of apparent pseudomosaicism in Chang and RPMI-1640 media.
The finding of chromosome mosaicism is one of the most difficult problems in fetal chromosome analysis. Whether the finding indicates true mosaicism or pseudomosaicism must be investigated. Studies detailing the incidence of true mosaicism and pseudomosaicism have been reported (Hsu & Perlis 1984, Bui et al. 1984, Worton & Stern 1984) but do not correlate pseudomosaicism with any particular type of culture media. Benn & Hsu (1985) compared cell growth and chromosome abnormalities in amniotic fluid cell cultures grown in Chang medium and RPMI-1640 medium and found no statistically significant difference in the rate of abnormalities in the two media. We have previously shown that Chang medium exhibited more abnormalities which were not verified in second and third cultures (Masia et al. 1986). In the current study we examined 212 cases grown in both Chang and RPMI-1640 media, and compared apparent single and multiple cell pseudomosaic abnormalities to medium type. The number of observed abnormalities was 22, occurring in 19 of the cases studied. Apparent pseudomosaic chromosome anomalies were observed in 18 Chang cultures and in 4 RPMI-1640 cultures. Statistical analysis found significant correlation between medium type and the degree of observed pseudomosaic cells. We conclude that the rate at which pseudomosaic cells are observed is partly a function of medium type, and in our laboratory Chang medium caused apparent pseudomosaicism at a greater level than RPMI-1640 medium.